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Abstract. This paper represents a modified datapath merging technique to am-
ortize the configuration latency of mapping datapaths on reconfigurable fabric 
in Run-Time Reconfigurable Systems (RTR). This method embeds together the 
different Data Flow Graphs (DFGs), corresponding to the loop kernels to create 
a single datapath (merged datapath) instead of multiple datapaths. The DFGs 
are merged in steps where each step corresponds to combining a DFG onto the 
merged datapath. Afterwards, the method combines the resources inside the 
merged datapath to minimize the configuration time by employing the maxi-
mum weighted clique technique. The proposed merging technique is evaluated 
using the Media-bench suit workloads. The results indicate that our technique 
outperforms previous HLS approaches aimed at RTR systems and reduces the 
datapath configuration time up to 10%. 
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1   Introduction 

Multimedia applications contain computationally intensive kernels that demand 
hardware implementation in order to exhibit real time performance. The kernels can 
be accelerated by employing reconfigurable units which provide flexibility and reus-
able hardware resources. Often FPGA resources are limited and all the kernels cannot 
be mapped inside the FPGA. Hence, the kernels are to be configured at run-time in 
order to create a virtual hardware and accelerate more sections of the applications 
[1,2]. This is called Run-Time Reconfiguration (RTR).  

The RTR in FPGA involves dynamic reconfiguration that with the current technol-
ogy is a time-consuming process and hence affects the available system performance. 
For example, the MOLEN reconfigurable processor which is depicted in Fig.1 utilizes 
custom configured hardware to execute computational intensive functions [3]. The 
MOLEN architecture consists of two parts; General-Purpose Processor (GPP) and 
Reconfigurable Processor (RP), which is usually implemented on an FPGA. The RP 
is used for hardware acceleration. The execution phase by the RP is divided into  
two distinct steps: set and execute. In the set phase, RP is configured to perform the 
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required datapath and, in the execute phase the actual function is executed. However, 
the run-time reconfiguration in the set phase imposes considerable overhead to the 
performance of the system. Therefore, the configuration should be done as soon and 
efficient as possible. 

 

Fig. 1. MOLEN Hardware Organization 

There are many proposals for the configuration time reduction in RTR system. 
Some researchers have attempted to reduce configuration overhead by reusing the 
same hardware for different applications or rearranging the execution order of tasks in 
a sequence that requires lower number of reconfigurations [4]. Thus, however, it can 
not be applied to many realistic applications. Cashing the configuration bit-stream is 
another solution that was represented in [2] for the configuration overhead reduction 
however, spatial and temporal locality of references is not yet proven or accepted as a 
general principle in replacement policy for RTR systems, and needs more investiga-
tion. The configuration overhead can be efficiently hidden by employing approaches 
such as configuration perfecting where a static schedule is present [2]. Such totally 
predictable application schedules form only a small subset of the total class of the 
applications suitable for reconfigurable hardware acceleration.  

The average configuration time can be computed using the average configuration 
bit-stream and the speed of the configuration interface [5]. So, it is apparent that the 
reduction in the bit-stream length is conducting to the reduction in the configuration 
time. Some researchers focus on reducing the configuration time of a FPGA by com-
pressing the bit-stream. However, such techniques are costly and affect the perform-
ance of the system [6]. Therefore, it is better to amortize the configuration time using 
High Level Synthesis (HLS) [7]. 

In HLS, Data Flow Graphs (DFG) are created for the computational intensive ker-
nel loops. Afterwards, the resources in the DFG are shared to create a datapath. In this 
way, the hardware cost is reduced. The synthesis process comprises the major tasks of 
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scheduling, resource allocation, resource binding, and interconnection binding 
[8,9,10]. 

Making a multimode datapath instead of multiple datapaths can effectively reduce 
the hardware cost [11]. Datapath merging is a technique introduced to create a recon-
figurable datapath for two or more DFGs [12,13]. It enables the reuse of hardware 
resources by identifying similarities among several DFGs. This technique was em-
ployed in [14] for the reduction of configuration time. This technique, however, can-
not minimize the configuration time in RTR systems.  

The main contribution of this paper is presenting a modified datapath merging 
technique for the configuration time reduction in an RTR system. In the proposed 
technique we combined the resources inside the merged datapath to reconstruct it to a 
new merged datapath which requires fewer functional units and multiplexers in order 
to minimize the configuration bit-stream. 

The next section explains the configuration time reduction in datapath merging.  
Section 3 presents the suggested datapath merging technique. The experimental re-
sults are included in Section 4, and Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2   Configuration Time Reduction in Datapath Merging 

The problem can be considered as merging only those DFGs that correspond to com-
putational intensive kernels while making a merged datapath with a reduced configu-
ration time. 

Let DFG G=(V,E), where V={vi | i=1...n}, is a set of vertices and E={ej| j=1...m}, 
is a set of edges. A vertex v∈V represents an operation executable by a functional unit 
that has a set of input ports p. An edge e=(u,v,p) ∈ E, indicates a data transfer from 
the vertex u to the input port p of vertex v.  

Vertex-merging is the creation of a vertex v' replacing vertices vi vj... vk and edge-
merging is the creation of an edge e'=(u',v',p') replacing edges ei = (ui,vi,pi), ej = 
(uj,vj,pj).. ek = (uk,vk,pk).  

In order to merge edges, their vertices are to be merged while their corresponding 
input ports are matched together. Here, a functional unit is used for each merged ver-
tex v' capable of performing the functions of vertices mapped onto v'. 

A merged datapath MD=(V',E'), corresponding to DFGs Gi=(Vi,Ei) i=1...n, is  a di-
rected graph. A vertex v'∈ V' represents a merge of vertices vj∈ Vj and an edge 
e'=(u',v',p') ∈ E' represents a merge of edges ej∈ Ej where j∈J ⊆ {i,...,n}. 

The configuration time TC of the merged datapath MDP=(V',E')  is: 

TC= TF + TI 

Where ( )F f
v V

T vT
′ ′∀ ∈

′= ∑ is the functional units configuration time and 

( ) MUXI i
v V

TT
′ ′∀ ∈

= ∑  is the multiplexer's configuration time in the merged datapath 

[14]. Tf (v') is the configuration time of a functional unit (or storage unit) allocated to 
v', and Ti (MUX) represents the configuration time of multiplexers employed at the 
input port of a vertex. There are different ways to merge vertices and edges from 
DFGs and this, in effect, can produce several merged datapaths for the input DFGs. 
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An optimized merging method is required in order to manage resource allocation, 
resource binding, interconnection binding and also minimizing the datapath 
configuration time of DPM. It means the realization of a MDP for the DFGs is 
desirable if TC is minimal. 

Fig.2 illustrates an example of datapath merging where DFGs G1 and G2 from this 
figure are merged and the merged datapath MDP is created. Considering these DFGs, 
if operation of a vertex from G1 and operation of a vertex from G2 can be computed 
with the same type of functional unit, they will become potential for merging. For 
example, a1∈G1 and  b1∈G2 can be executed by the same functional unit. Thus, these 
vertices are merged together and the vertex (a1/ b1) is created for them in MDP. If a 
vertex cannot be merged onto other vertices, it will remain in the merged datapath 
without any modification. After merging two vertices, multiplexers are employed in 
the merged datapath to select the currect input operand. This is illustrated in the input 
ports of vertex (a5/ b3) in Fig.2 
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Fig. 2. The merged datapath MDP for DFGs G1 and G2 [14] 

 

An edge from G1 cannot be merged onto an edge from G2 unless the vertices of the 
edges are merged. As it can be seen in Fig.1, because of merging both of the vertices 
a3 and a5∈ G1 onto the other vertices b2 and b3∈G2, the edges (a3, a5) and (b2, b3) are 
merged together and the edge (a3/b2 , a5/b3) is created instead in MDP. In this case, it 
is not necessary to use a multiplexer in the input ports of the vertex (a5 / b3) to select 
the input operands. 
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3   The Proposed Datapath Merging Technique 

Although merging DFGs using Integer Linear Programming (ILP) can minimize the 
merged datapath configuration time, it is an NP-complete problem where the number 
of DFGs increases or number of nodes in DFGs increases [12].  Therefore, in the 
proposed datapath merging technique, the DFGs are merged together in steps. 
Afterward, the resources inside the merged datapath are combined to optimize the 
configuration time. In this way, the desired merged datapath for the input DFGs is 
created.  

Combining the resources inside the merged datapath paves the way for having the 
merged datapath with smallest configuration time. Thus, we can define the merging 
problem to create the desired merged datapath as follows: 

Given a merged datapath MDP, the desired merged datapath, MDP', is realized such 
that the merged datapath configuration time TC is minimal.  

Fig.3 shows an example of datapath merging proposed in this paper to merge 
DFGs. In Fig. 3(a), five simple DFGs, G1,..., G5 are illustrated. Each hardware unit 
and interconnection unit (multiplexer) has its own configuration time. These DFGs 
are merged in steps employing the method in [14] while the datapath configuration 
time, TC, is reduced and MDP is created. Fig. 3(b) shows the results of sharing the 
resources inside MDP to create MDP' for the DFGs. It combines the resources inside 
the MDP, together to minimize the configuration time. In this figure, the vertices c1 

and e1 from MDP have been merged to create a vertex c1/e1 in the MDP'. On the other 
hand, vertices a2/b2/c2 and d2/e2 are merged together to create vertex a2/b2/c2 /d2/e2 in 
MDP'. Therefore, two edges (a2/b2/c2 , c1) and (d2/e2 , e1) in MDP can be merged 
together to create an edge (a2/b2/c2 /d2/e2, c1/e1) in MDP'.  
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Fig. 3. (a) merging five DFGs G1,…, G5  in steps to create merged datapath MDP, (b) sharing 
the resources inside MDP to create MDP'  
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We merge the resources inside MDP in three stages. In the first stage all merging 
possibility among the resources inside MDP are to be considered as a compatibility 
graph. To do this, we employed the compatibility graph in [13] but use different 
approach to reduce the configuration time. Then in the second stage, the maximum 
weighted clique in this graph " Mc " is found.  By searching Mc in the compatibility 
graph and reconstructing the MDP using this clique, MDP' is created.  

To combine the resources inside the merged datapath, the merging possibilities 
among the vertices and the merging possibilities among the edges in the merged 
datapath MDP should be taken into consideration. The compatibility graph shows the 
merging possibility among the vertices inside MDP to create the same type of vertex 
in MDP' or, the merging possibility among the edges inside MDP to create the same 
type of edge in MDP'. Below, the compatibility graph Gc for the input merged 
datapath MDP is defined formally.  

A compatibility graph corresponding to input merged datapath,  MDP is an undi-
rected weighted graph Gc=(Nc,Ac)  where: 

 

• Each Node nc∈Nc with weight wc corresponds to: 
— Vertex-merging that is a possible merging of the vertices vi,vj … vk∈MDP to 

create a vertex vi..k ∈MDP' where it does not merge the same vertex from a 
DFG Gx onto different vertices from a DFG Gy or vice-versa. 

— Edge-merging that is a possible merging of edges ei=(ui,vi,pi), ej=(uj,vj,pj) … 
ek=(uk,vk,pk)∈MDP  to create an edge ei..k∈MDP' where it does not merge 
the same vertex from a DFG Gx onto a different vertices from a DFG Gy or 
vice-versa. 

• Each arc ac=(nc,mc)∈Gc illustrates that its nodes nc and mc (merging nodes) are 
compatible. It means they do not merge the same vertex from a DFG Gx onto dif-
ferent vertices from a DFG Gy or vice-versa.  

• Each node's weight, wc, represents the reduction in configuration time resulting 
from merging the vertices or merging the edges. 

By merging vertices vi,vj..vk ∈ MDP together, a vertex v' is created in MDP'. Be-
sides, for each input port of v' which has more than one incoming edge, MDP' will 
have a multiplexer to select the input operand. That is the reason to add multiplexer to 
the input ports of v', or add an input to previous multiplexers (if vi has a multiplexer).  

In this case, configuration time reduction of the nc ∈ Gc is equal to the difference 
between the configuration time of the hardware units and multiplexers before merging 
vertices and, their configuration time after merging, that is: 

wi = (Tf (vi) + Tf ( vj)) - (Tf (v') + m×T(muxi))   (1) 

Tf (vi) and Tf (vj) in equation (1) are the hardware units configuration time before the 
merging and (Tf (v') is the hardware units configuration time after the merging. 
Furthermore, m×T(muxi) is used to show the increase due to the multiplexer 
configuration time. If the multiplexer has the same number of inputs as it had before, 
then m=0. Otherwise, m shows the increase in the size of the multiplexer (for example 
going from 4 ports multiplexer to 8 port multiplexer, m=1). 

By merging edges ei,ej..ek ∈ MDP, for each input port of v', one incoming edge is 
created in MDP'. Hence, there will be no multiplexer creation or there will be no 
change in the number of multiplexer inputs. Configuration time reduction achieved by 
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this type of merging corresponds to equation (2) that is the weight of removing the 
multiplexers, or decreasing the size of the multiplexers. 

wi = m × T (muxi)              (2) 

The nodes in the compatibility graph have signed integer weights. Because, although 
some vertex-merging have negative weights (i.e., increase in the configuration time), 
their resultant weight with edge-merging has positive weight (i.e., reduction in con-
figuration time). Note that the edges from MDP are not merged unless their vertices are 
merged. In this way, negative vertices should be included in the compatibility graph. 

Up to here, all the merging possibilities inside the MDP' have been presented as the 
compatibility graph Gc. Choosing compatible nodes with more weight in Gc in order 
to create MDP', is equal to finding a completely connected sub graph with more 
weight from Gc. This graph is called clique in the graph algorithms. A clique Cc is a 
subset of nodes in a compatibility graph, Cc ⊂ Gc, such that for all the distinct nodes 
u,v ∈Cc, they are connected together (u,v ∈Ec). A clique is maximum if there are no 
larger cliques available in Gc. The maximum weighted clique Mc, is a clique in Gc 
that the total weight of its nodes is more than any other Cc in Gc. By employing the 
maximum weighted clique, MDP' can be created. 

Calculation of the maximum weighted clique from the compatibility graph is 
known to be an NP-complete problem [15]. In order to solve the problem, 
Branch&Bound algorithms can be employed. They provide an appropriate problem 
search space in order to solve the maximum weighted clique problem. The algorithm 
presented in [16] chooses an efficient method to select nodes and predicts bounds for 
quick backtracking. Our proposed technique uses the same optimizations as indicated 
in [16], but the assumption to have positive weights for the nodes in the input graph 
have been changed to the signed integer weights for the nodes.  

After finding Mc in the compatibility graph, the merging possibilities represented 
by the nodes in Mc is used to reconstruct MDP and create MDP'. Each node in Mc 
gives a merging possibility among the edges (or among the vertices) inside MDP. 
This way, edges and vertices inside the MDP are merged together to minimize the 
configuration time where, these merges do not merge the same vertex from a DFG Gx 

onto a different vertices from a DFG Gy. 

4   Experimental Results and Analysis 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed technique, we made comparison with 
techniques that were proposed in [14] and [7]. In [14] a datapath merging technique, 
based on inter-DFGs resource sharing, has been proposed. It applies the HLS 
algorithms such as functional unit allocation, register allocation, and interconnection 
binding, simultaneously to the DFGs in steps. In [7] conventional HLS technique for 
RTR system, based on intra-DFG resource sharing, has been proposed. It applies HLS 
algorithms to each DFG to create its datapath. These techniques and the proposed 
technique in this paper were applied to five benchmarks from the Media-bench suite 
[17]. There are computational intensive kernels (inner loop kernels) in each 
benchmark that their entity makes them suitable for mapping into a reconfigurable 
unit in the RTR system. Each benchmark was compiled using the GCC compiler and 
for each loop, a DFG was generated from the loop RTL code. 
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For each benchmark, up to 3 kernels were considered and their corresponding 
DFGs were iteratively merged from the larger DFG into the smaller one. The configu-
ration time of bit-stream in a FPGA is estimated as: (size of bit-stream) / (configura-
tion clock frequency). After obtaining the bit-stream of a functional unit and a  
multiplexer by ISE 10.2, their configuration times were calculated based on their 
configuration bit-stream. Xilinx FPGAs support partial reconfiguration therefore; they 
are suitable for RTR systems. In our experiment, FPGA Virtex5-xc5vlx was em-
ployed as a targeted platform. In order to present the efficiency of our technique, the 
maximum configuration clock frequency of the FPGA (100 Mbps) was considered 
which is the worst case scenario for our method. 

Table 1. Kernels configuration time TC resulted from datapath merging algorithms in Media-
bench applications 

Benchmark 
(Number of DFGs) 

TC in [7] (ms) TC in [14] (ms) TC in Proposed 
Algorithm (ms) 

Epic-decoder(3) 11.04 6.39 5.82 
Epic-coder(3) 4.87 2.66 2.49 
Mpeg2-decoder(3) 5.83 4.11 3.64 
Mpeg2-coder(3) 7.51 5.68 4.87 
G721(2) 10.6 6.39 5.82 

 
To apply the proposed technique and previous datapath merging technique to 

DFGs, initially each DFG was scheduled using As Soon As Possible (ASAP) schedul-
ing algorithm in advance. Later, the proposed datapath merging technique and 
datapath merging technique in [14] were added to the scheduled DFGs to archive their 
merged datapaths. To implement the conventional HLS technique in [7], each DFG 
was scheduled in advance and the resources inside the DFG were shared using the 
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) algorithm afterward to obtain the datapath. The 
configuration time of each datapath, and the merged datapaths were calculated based 
on the configuration clock frequency of the FPGA. 

Table 1 illustrates the configuration time to map the kernels on reconfigurable  
fabric for each benchmark resulted from applying the proposed technique and the 
techniques in [14] and [7] to DFGs. As illustrated in Table 1, the datapath merging 
techniques have lower configuration time in general and the proposed technique has 
the least configuration time. The main reason for this is the shorter length of the gen-
erated bit-stream by the proposed technique. For G721, there are two DFGs in the 
benchmark and the improvement of the proposed technique and previous merging 
algorithm is the same.  

Fig.4 shows the configuration time reduction percentage of the DFGs after apply-
ing the above mentioned-techniques to each benchmark where the FPGA Xilinx 
Virtex5-xc5vlx is the target platform. As illustrated in this figure, there is a substantial 
difference between the results of the datapath merging techniques and conventional 
HLS technique in [7] in terms of the configuration time reduction. The proposed 
datapath merging technique lowered the configuration time up to 50% in comparison 
to the technique in [7]. On the other hand, it can decrease the configuration time up to 
10% more than the datapath merging technique in [14] for these benchmarks. 
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Fig. 4. Percentage configuration time reduction in datapath merging algorithms for Media-
bench applications 

We conclude that sharing the resources among the DFGs is the main cause of hav-
ing shorter bit-stream. In the same line, merging more resources in the proposed 
datapath merging technique results in more reduction in configuration time compared 
to the previous datapath merging technique. The results lead us to the conclusion that 
the proposed datapath merging approach is suitable for the synthesizer in run-time 
reconfigurable systems. 

5   Conclusion 

In this paper a modified datapath merging technique for the reduction of datapath con-
figuration time was introduced. Our proposed technique combines the resources inside 
the merged datapath to minimize the configuration time. To this end, we set off to find a 
compatibility graph that indicates to similarity between the resources inside the merged 
datapath. Afterwards, we determined a maximum weighted clique in the compatibility 
graph to reconstruct the merged datapath. This is an NP-complete problem thus; a 
Branch&Bound algorithm was employed to solve the problem. Applying the proposed 
technique to the workloads from the Media-bench suite in terms of the configuration 
time reduction, shows an improvement up to 50% in comparison to the conventional 
HLS algorithm in [7] and an improvement up to 10% in comparison to the previous 
datapath merging technique in [14]. Overall, the proposed merging technique in this 
paper can efficiently decrease the configuration time in RTR systems. It should be men-
tioned that datapath merging approach will increase the kernel execution time; however, 
the configuration time is measured in milliseconds while the kernel execution time is in 
nanoseconds. Therefore, the increase in the execution time of kernels is negligible com-
pared to the configuration time reduction.  Nonetheless, where kernels have significant 
number of iterations, this time overhead (increase in the execution time of the kernels) is 
comparable to the configuration time reduction and we should consider it in datapath 
merging. Furthermore, we will investigate this factor in datapath merging. 
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